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Welcome to Holiday Land 

 

Ahhh, yes. I’m sure you’re wondering how you 

got here. I wondered that too when I first arrived. 

For now, grab that blanket that looks like a big, 

fluffy cloud and come sit by the fire. I promise it 

never gets too hot or too cold.  

 

Here in Holiday Land, your hot chocolate is 

always the perfect temperature and you never 

run out of marshmallows, even with your last 

sips. That glitter you see in the air? Yes, it’s 

everywhere, but it only goes where you want it 

to go, and it tastes like your favorite candy. 

Holiday Land is a magical land where hope and 

wonder were born. A land where the darkest 

discouragement turns to inspiration to make the 

world a better place. Your dreams, even your 

wildest dreams, feel more possible. 

 

Sorry, sometimes I get so excited about Holiday 

Land, I forget to introduce myself.  



 

Let’s start again. Hello, my name is Kallista, and 

I’m so glad you’re here! 

 

I know you have so many questions. Don’t worry. 

I know I can answer them because I was like you 

when I first came here.  

 

The question that brought you here is the same 

one I’ve been spending many years in Holiday 

Land trying to answer. 

 

When I first arrived here, I was on a mission. My 

life had been completely turned upside down in 

every good way possible, by one fleeting 

encounter with St. Nick. Now I wanted to find 

out, who was this guy? How did he go from some 

orphan kid to a man who changed the world? 

How did his life become a legend that traveled all 

around the world for nearly two thousand years, 

so cultures everywhere have a piece of the 

Nicholas spirit? Now every child is expecting him 

to turn up with gifts every Christmas.  

 



 

Thanks to the magic of Holiday Land, I was able 

to collect the stories of Nicholas’ life to discover 

who he was. 

 

To answer my question and yours, I’m going to 

tell you a story or two or three. But all are about 

one man. One man who began his life as an 

orphan. And ended it a hero. He was a hero in so 

many lives, including mine. I promise, we’ll get to 

that too, in a bit.  

 

But before we begin, I need to let you in on a 

Holiday Land secret. Everyone here is in on it, but 

it cannot leave here once you go home. 

 

I need you to promise. 

 

Okay… lean in. It can only be told in the quietest 

whisper, a whisper so quiet you almost can’t hear 

it. 

 



 

(Whispering) Santa Claus got all his best ideas 

from St Nicholas. If you see Santa though, make 

sure you don’t mention it to him. He gets kind of 

touchy about it. 

 

Okay, remember when I said earlier, that in 

Holiday Land everything is magical? Well, with 

that magic, we’re going to go back in time to 

where it all began. In my searching, the people of 

Holiday Land helped me find some pieces of 

young Nicholas’ journal. So, grab that mug with 

your favorite drink and get yourself cozy. I’m 

going to read them to you now.  

 

 

 

  



 

Young St. Nick:  

A Star is Lit 
 

My first memory is of stars. It was Christmas Eve, 

and I was three or four, and the sky was bright 

with starlight. I saw a star sail across the sky, and 

I knew there was something bigger out there. 

Something I wanted to give my whole life to. As I 

watched, it felt like a star lit up inside me, and I 

wanted to burn for something greater than me. I 

could hardly wait for morning, so I could tell 

Mother and Father and the rest of the house 

about it. 

 

I was born in the Greek city of Myra in Asia Minor 

- today you call it Turkey. I was a well-loved child. 

Mother and Father longed for me, prayed many 

years for me. They named me after my uncle, 

Bishop Nicholas. He taught me the holy books 

and the holy Way. I grew to love God, my King, 

my breath within me. 

  



 

Each morning, I rose early to see the first glints of 

the dawn and hear Him in the quiet, before the 

sun broke through and our house was full of the 

bustle of servants. Later, when I came home from 

listening to the sailors in the port telling their 

stories of far-off lands, I would sense a tangible 

presence, like the glow of an oil lamp, hanging in 

the air. It was the atmosphere of prayer, the 

aroma of the Holy One. 

 

My first miracle seemed so natural. I assumed 

everyone did them. I knew what the Master did 

and that those who followed him would do these 

things and even greater. Uncle Nicholas and I 

were on a ship headed to the Holy Land. A 

sudden gust of wind caught us, and within 

minutes our ship was rocking, tipping, almost on 

its side. Water was rushing onto the deck. I 

looked at the water on the deck and the water in 

the sea and thought, it’s just water. What’s water 

to God? He’d created all the waters and the 

earth. And the sailors’ lives were at stake. So I 



 

prayed, and all was calm. I went back to my bunk 

and slept.  

 

But after I got home, a storm came that I could 

not calm. The sickness swept through our town 

and carried many away – young and old, rich and 

poor – including… Mother and Father. Their 

passing left a storm on the inside of me. The light 

inside me flickered back and forth but never went 

out. I knew they were with the One they loved. 

But they weren’t here, weren’t with me. I threw 

myself into my studies and managing the 

household. I now had much land and many 

possessions to care for. In the midst of it all, I 

thought of Lazarus and the widow’s boy and all 

those healings. Why couldn’t I do them when I 

needed to, wanted to, most? 

 

Then last night, as I lay staring at the stars, one 

seemed to shine brighter than all the others. It 

was as if the star was smiling at me, dancing with 

the light inside of me, telling me, it was all going 

to be okay.  



 

This morning when I awoke, my gold, my land, all 

my possessions seemed to glitter with light, and I 

knew, I had to give that light away, bring that 

brightness into the lives of others. And so, my 

story begins. 

  



 

A Sip of Cocoa 
 

I know, that’s a lot. Let me give you a minute to 

take a sip of your drink and take it all in while you 

enjoy the warmth of the fire.  

 

When I first read Nicholas’ story, it took me a 

while to digest all that happened. I couldn’t 

imagine how he dealt with so much in his young 

life. 

 

I kept thinking, there are so many other things he 

could have done. He could have tried to use his 

money to console himself. He could have gotten 

bitter and taken it out on everyone around him. 

Instead, he took tragedy, and turned it into 

something good for everyone around him.  

 

I was inspired by how he took something so 

difficult and turned it into something so amazing. 



 

a 

Don’t worry, Nicholas’ life wasn’t all tragedy, I 

promise. He was quite the traveler too. He did so 

much traveling by sea and so many crazy things 

happened while he was at sea, that he later 

became known as the patron saint of sailors. 

 

Oops, sorry, I’ve gotten a bit ahead of myself 

again. I get kind of excited when I’m talking about 

him. 

 

You’re probably wondering, what in the world do 

sailors have to do with Christmas? 

 

Well, one of the fun things I learned while here, is 

that in a place called Holland, the Dutch ‘Sinter 

Klaas’ – which is where we get the name Santa 

Claus – arrives by boat, rather than by sleigh.  

 

This next story I’m going to tell you is kind of 

funny. It’s from the memoirs of a sailor who met 

Nicholas on his travels. 



 

Deck the Halls: 

A Sailor’s Story  
 

Come, gather in. That’s it, closer, while I tell you a 

story. Let me tell you about the day I died. It ends 

well, I promise ya. 

 

It was back in the bad ol’ days before Emperor 

Constantine, and we were sailing back to 

Byzantium that was, with a full load of cedar from 

Lebanon.  

 

You’d hardly have recognized me back then. I was 

only a young fella, but there was a whole lot of 

me. I’m half the man I used to be, literally. Only 

two things mattered to me back then – sleeping 

and eating.  

 

When I wasn’t at work or asleep, I’d sneak into 

the galley and help myself to whatever I wanted. 

Our rations were generous, but not generous 



 

enough for me. I just got bigger and bigger and 

bigger. I’m sure the ship’s cook knew what I was 

doing, but he never said anything about it. 

 

So, there we were just past the island of Kos and 

low in the water, when a fierce squall blew in 

from the West. One moment, we were admiring 

the views of the coastline, and the next we were 

bailing water furiously. The captain ordered all 

hands aloft to bring in the sails. ‘That means you 

too big boy,’ he said pointing to me. He looked 

like he meant it too. So I hauled myself up into 

the rigging and set to work. 

 

It was tough going. Even in the wind, the sweat 

was pouring off me. We were nearly done, and I 

was dreaming of warm pies and a nice long siesta 

in the hold. My mind must have drifted for a 

minute, so when I first heard the creaking below 

me, I didn’t pay too much attention. Too late, I 

realized what was happening. The beam I was 

sitting on had cracked under my weight – 30 foot 

up in the air and nothing between me and the 



 

deck below me. As the deck approached rapidly, 

the last thought through my mind was a regret – 

if only I hadn’t stolen that last pie! 

 

I’ve no recollection of my landing. But the next 

thing I remember was opening my eyes and 

seeing my crew mates all gathered round me, 

their mouths hanging open like they’d seen a 

ghost. It felt deliciously comfortable lying there 

on the deck, like I’d just woken up from a long 

nap. So I stretched and sat up. As I looked at the 

faces of my crew mates, it suddenly hit me. I 

stared up at the rigging and the broken beam, 

and I knew that something out of the ordinary 

had occurred. The cook grabbed a hold of me, his 

eyes just about popping out of his head. He just 

kept repeating one thing, “but, but, but…” 

 

The rest of the crew all gathered round me all 

talking at once. And then I spotted him. The wee 

fella, Nicholas. He was standing a little ways off, 

and he was the only one not shouting or waving 



 

his arms in the air, with a funny little smile on his 

face. 

 

The cook finally regained the power of speech. 

‘Leo,’ he said, ‘it’s not possible! You fell. You 

landed so hard. You should be dead. You were 

dead. I saw you with my own two eyes. Blue you 

were with your tongue hanging out. And now 

look at you.’ He pointed down at my feet. ‘And 

look at the hole you made in the deck.’ I looked 

down, and sure enough, there was a big round 

dent about the size of a man’s head. I was a mite 

confused. ‘What happened?’ I asked, feeling a 

growing sense of wonder. At this, the captain 

stepped up. ‘You’re a lucky man, Leonides, a 

lucky man. Dead you were, and out of your own 

doing, and were it not for the prayers of this 

young man, you’d be dead still. I suggest you 

thank him, and then get back to work.’ I turned 

to Nicholas in astonishment, not quite believing 

that this was real and not a dream, but Nicholas 

just held his hands up and said quietly, ‘no need 

to thank me, I did nothing.’ 



 

For the remainder of the voyage, my crewmates 

kept me busy, asking me questions, squeezing my 

arm to make sure I was flesh and blood. The cook 

kept trying to feed me, but strangely, my old 

hunger was gone. I realized that I had been given 

a second chance without even asking for it, and 

everything felt different.  

 

Back home, the story was a big sensation. People 

still stop me in the streets and ask me, was I 

really dead. Dead? Yes, I was, I tell them. Yes, I 

was. As dead as a fish who’s been out of water 

for three days. And now, whether you believe me 

or not, I’m as alive as can be. With a wife and 

three kids to boot. And I have St. Nick to thank 

and the God of St. Nick. And I’m surely grateful to 

be here today and celebrate his life. 

 

  



 

o 

A Plate Full of Cookies 

 

That’s one wild story, isn’t it!? I thought so too 

when I first heard it. But I was starting to get a 

picture of the effect of Nicholas’ life on people 

around him. 

 

It’s funny, though, he was impacting so many 

people in so many ways. He calmed the waves as 

a child. Now even bringing breath back into a 

man. And in all these things, it didn’t change him. 

He didn’t get big-headed. It was as normal to him 

as pulling on his boots in the morning. As for Leo 

the sailor, the life he got back was better than 

the life he lost, and the story of Nicholas 

continued to grow. The stories spread, and the 

miracles got bigger.  

 

Remember, how I said before, Nicholas became 

known as the patron saint of sailors? Help 

yourself to a Holiday Land cookie as I share the 

next story. I promise, you can eat as many as you 



 

o 

want, and you won’t gain an inch and you’ll never 

feel too full. We’re leaving the sea behind and 

going to Nicholas’ home port of Myra with 

another fun sailor story that makes it clear why. 

  



 

Wonder Wheat 

 

It’s early morning. The sun is just peaking up over 

the ocean. A man is climbing out of a big boat, 

carrying a brown sack. A ridiculously big, heavy 

brown sack over his shoulder. He is puffing and 

panting with every step.  

 

At first glance, there’s nothing unusual about 

this. Sailors carry sacks all the time when they 

arrive at a port.  

 

Except he isn’t doing something ordinary.  

 

He’s barely fifty feet from the boat when another 

man climbs out of the boat, and starts running 

around in circles, literally, looking everywhere. 

Up and down. Around and around.  

 

Until suddenly…  

 



 

He spots the first sailor. 

 

He runs at him from behind and grabs at the 

huge sack on his shoulder. He tries, with all his 

strength, to pull the sack off him.  

 

‘I won’t let you do it, Christophorus. It’s more 

than my life is worth,’ he shouts as he gives the 

sack a big tug.  

 

Christophorus tries to stop him. They pull the bag 

back and forth and back and forth. Christophorus 

is winning at first. He has too. This unordinary 

thing he is doing is important. Way too 

important. 

 

But the other sailor also wants to win. It’s 

important to him too. He has to stop him.  

 

Finally, stop him he does.  

 



 

He takes the bag. As he does, the weight shifts 

and Christophorus falls to the ground. 

 

‘Have you no heart, Polytheus?’ he says as he 

dusts himself off and gets back up. ‘We can’t just 

let the townspeople starve when we’re sitting 

here in a boat full of grain.’ 

 

Polytheus falls to his knees, clutching the bag like 

a baby.  

 

Christophorus just stands there looking at his 

shipmate holding the bag for dear life and shakes 

his head. He looks at the bag and thinks for a 

minute. He has an idea.  

 

Christophorus turns and walks towards the boat.  

 

Polytheus calls after him, still clutching the bag. 

‘Wait, Christophorus. Where are you going? 

What are you doing?’ 



 

He wants to run after him, but he can’t. Not 

without leaving the grain. He looks at 

Christophorus climbing back into the boat. He 

looks at the bag. He doesn’t know what to do. He 

just sits there hugging his sack of grain. 

 

A few minutes later, Christophorus comes back 

puffing and panting. He has another sack. But this 

one is even larger than the first. Even ridiculously 

larger, in fact.  

 

Polytheus jumps up to grab the second sack. But 

as he does, he knocks the first sack, and it falls 

over. Grain falls out. He frantically tries to rescue 

the grain from the ground. Grain just keeps 

falling out. So, he starts stuffing the grain into his 

pockets. 

  

‘I won’t let you do this!’ he says. ‘This wheat is 

destined for the emperor’s granaries and we’re 

responsible for every last grain.’ He waves his 

arms around like a windmill in protest. ‘You were 

there with me in Hispania when it was weighed 



 

into the ship, and you know that when it’s 

weighed out of the ship, we’ll be the ones to pay 

if we’re short. I don’t care what that crazy 

Nicholas says.’ 

 

Christophorus sighs. ‘And you were there with 

me yesterday in the city. You saw the kids, the 

crying kids. You know they haven’t eaten in at 

least a month. We can’t just leave them like that,’ 

he says. ‘And besides, you don’t know this 

Nicholas like I do.’ 

 

Polytheus shakes his head. ‘I would love to be 

able to help them,’ he says with a whine. ‘But I 

have my own little ones to think about. I have a 

family of…’ he stops to count on his fingers. 

‘Seventeen back home to feed, and I’m barely 

making it on a sailor’s wage as it is. If I get thrown 

into prison, how will they survive?’ 

 

Christophorus sets down his sack. ‘Don’t you 

think I know that? I’m in the same boat as you,’ 



 

he says and chuckles to himself, looking to 

Polytheus with a silly half-smile. 

 

Polytheus just stares at him blankly. 

 

Christophorus shrugs. ‘Look, I’ve met this 

Nicholas before. I’ve seen what he can do. I was 

there on the deck when that big lump Leonides 

fell out of the rigging, and I was right there when 

Nicholas brought him back to life.’ 

 

‘Wait, I thought that was just an old sailor’s 

story.’ Polytheus says. 

 

‘Oh no,’ Christophorus says, shaking his head. ‘I 

saw it with my own two eyes. I’m not sure how 

it’ll work out, but I believe in this guy. Now, come 

on, help me lift this.’ 

 

Polytheus waits for a minute and thinks. Then he 

shrugs and lifts the heavy sack onto 

Christophorus’ back. They each carry their bag, 



 

walking in unison into the town, hoping for the 

best. 

________________ 

 

It’s three days later. The ship sits empty in the 

dock, of the capitol, Constantinople. Big fancy 

mansions line the waterfront. The streets aren’t 

lined with gold, but everything looks so fancy, if 

this was a fairytale they would be. 

 

Polytheus wanders towards the boat. He’s 

carrying big, brass weighing scales. He keeps 

looking at them, scratching his head. He lifts 

them up a bit and pulls down one end. He 

watches as it swings back, as it should. He then 

lifts them over his head and examines the 

bottom. He scratches his head again. 

 

Polytheus calls out towards the boat, ‘Hey, 

Christophorus! Christophorus? Christophorus!’ 

 



 

Christophorus sneaks up from behind Polytheus, 

grinning, and taps him on his back. Polytheus 

jumps. 

 

‘Where have you been?’ Polytheus asks. ‘You’re 

not going to believe this!’ 

 

‘Try me,’ Christophorus says with a half-smile. 

Then he gestures to the scales. ‘What have you 

got there?’ 

 

‘I can’t figure it out.’ Polytheus says. ‘Must be 

something wrong with these scales.’ 

 

He tosses them to the side. They land with a 

clatter. 

 

‘I was there with you, and I know how much grain 

we gave away. I helped you carry every bag. My 

back was sore for days after.’ Polytheus rubs his 

back, hamming it up, hoping for any sympathy he 

can get. ‘I stood there while they weighed the 



 

grain out of the ship, planning my escape route 

for when they found out we were short. But I 

never expected this.’  

 

Polytheus takes two bags of gold out of his 

pocket and hands Christophorus one of them. 

 

‘What’s this?’ Christophorus asks. 

 

Polytheus smiles and says, ‘It’s our… wait for it… 

BONUS!’ He points to the discarded scales on the 

ground. ‘The scales say we’re not even one grain 

short.’ He shakes his head in wonder. 

 

Christophorus smiles. ‘Well, I won’t say I told you 

so.’ 

________________ 

 

That’s not even the end of the story. The sailors 

got letters from the townspeople thanking them. 

Apparently, not only did the wheat last for two 

years, but it was also good for planting, and they 



 

had wheat to give away. Everyone in the town 

agreed, ‘That Nicholas surely is something. Really 

something.’  



 

‘ 

A Log in the Fire 
 

That Nicholas really is something, isn’t he? This is 

what I realized as I got to know more and more of 

his story.  

 

And wow, those sailors! I don’t know if I could’ve 

done what they did. They risked their careers and 

maybe their lives. Gives me goosebumps just 

thinking about it.  

 

Meanwhile, the rumors of Nicholas’ miracles 

spread from town to town. Not only did he 

become the patron saint of sailors. He also 

became known as Nicholas the Wonder Worker.  

 

But not everyone accepted who he was. 

Especially some of the people in his hometown 

who thought they knew him the best.  

 



 

They would say things like, ‘I’ve known you since 

you were little.’ ‘Nothing good ever came from 

this town.’ ‘Who do you think you are?’ ‘What 

makes you think you’re so special?’ 

 

You might have experienced this yourself.  

 

But it didn’t stop Nicholas. He kept on doing what 

he was doing because he knew it was his mission.  

 

As for me, I never had any doubts. You see, the 

first time I encountered Nicholas is the reason 

I’m here today. 

 

Remember I said earlier about how Nicholas 

changed my life in every good way? Well, hold on 

while I throw one of these cinnamon-flavored 

logs in the fire. Okay, gather in closer. Enjoy the 

holiday sparkles dancing in the flames. Now it’s 

time for me to tell you my story. 

 



 

Kallista’s Story: 

The Third Stocking 

 

We should have been celebrating. My oldest 

sister, Doria, was about to come of age. But there 

was no music, no dancing, no crowd gathered at 

our house. The mood was somber as Doria gave 

us our final instructions for the running of the 

household. I tried to cheer her up, but her eyes 

stayed dull.  

 

Doria was the clever one. She could do anything. 

She could iron with one hand and cook 

masterpiece dinners with the other. She’d even 

won prizes for her weaving. But no matter how 

talented she was, with no money for a dowry, 

there was no way for Father to marry her off. 

 

The day had started with an insistent knock at 

the door. We would know that sound anywhere. 

Before Father even opened it, we knew who it 



 

was. Malchas. At just at the sound of his name 

people’s faces would pinch up into a scowl. Kids 

would hide behind trees and throw rocks at him. 

Malchas was at the door offering Father a price. 

Whether any of us liked it or not, Doria was to be 

sold as a servant and would never have a 

husband or a family of her own. Father had no 

choice. Doria was no longer a child, and he had 

no money to look after her. 

 

Our life hadn’t always been like this. Father had 

been a rich man, well-known for his generosity. 

But when mother died, a piece of him went with 

her. I watched the brightness in his eyes fade 

more and more each day. And with it, so did our 

money and Doria’s dreams of marriage.  

 

But I hung on to the sparkle. It was silly, I know. I 

was the youngest, and if we couldn’t even get 

Doria married off, there wasn’t much hope for 

my other sister, Lysandra, never mind me.  

 



 

Lysandra, oh Lysandra! My middle sister was so 

beautiful. Not only did she turn heads as she 

went to market, she could sing with a voice far 

beyond even her beauty.  

 

As for me? Well, my name Kallista was a gift from 

Mother, and I knew it meant beautiful, but I was 

neither the clever one nor the beautiful one, and 

with two sisters ahead of me, there was no hope. 

But I hoped anyway.  

 

My unreasonable hope – a hope that no matter 

how bad things got, it could always change – 

came from Mother. Mother would tell me 

stories. At night before bed, during the day 

between chores, any chance she could get. She’d 

tell me stories of fairytales and far off lands. One 

of my favorites was the Christmas story, because 

more than any other story I’d heard, everything 

changed on the night he was born. The world was 

never the same again, and that gave me hope 

that in a moment, in just one moment, 

everything could change.  



 

So, on this night, I thought of that story and the 

many other stories Mother told, and I hoped. 

 

The house grew more and more quiet as Doria 

ran out of instructions and we finished our 

washing for the night. We hung our stockings to 

dry by the dimming fire, and then one by one we 

went to bed. 

 

The next morning, I came downstairs expecting 

Doria to be at the fire cooking breakfast, but 

instead, she and Father were sitting at the table. 

At first, I couldn’t tell what was going on. And 

then I saw – their eyes had a new light in them – 

and I knew something amazing had happened. 

Father held out his hand. The most glittering gold 

bag I had ever seen was bulging from the coins 

inside. More than enough gold for a dowry and 

plenty for Doria to begin her new life. She had 

found it that morning waiting in one of the 

stockings by the fire. We didn’t know how it got 

there, but however it came, Doria’s life would 

never be the same. 



 

So, one year later, Doria was sorted. She had her 

own family and a new baby. But the excitement 

was fading as Lysandra’s coming of age was now 

approaching.  

 

The knock at the door came again. Malchas. He 

offered a price for Lysandra. Again, Father had no 

choice. That whole day, Lysandra hid in her room 

and wouldn’t come out. The sound of her songs 

would normally fill our house, but nothing but 

silence was coming from the other side of that 

door. Over the past year, she’d had her eye on a 

fella. I saw the looks that passed between them 

when they thought no one was looking. She said 

that would never happen now. I wasn’t so sure. 

‘Remember what happened for Doria,’ I told her, 

but there was no convincing her. 

 

That night, I left Father by the fire. He said he’d 

be up in a bit, but I knew what he was doing. I 

didn’t say anything though. I simply went to bed 

with a smile. For hours, I forced my eyes to stay 

open, hoping for a joyful shout from Father. But 



 

nothing came. Just the sound of an owl outside 

my window. At the first glimmers of dawn, I 

finally fell asleep, my eyelids and heart heavy, 

thinking, ‘maybe Lysandra was right’. 

 

The next thing I remember was jumping up at the 

sound of Father hollering and thumping around 

downstairs. What terrible thing had happened? I 

wondered. 

 

I threw on my nightgown and ran down. Father 

was holding a bag in his hands. He had just 

woken up to find a second miracle in Lysandra’s 

stocking. 

 

Lysandra was married to her fella, a merchant, a 

few months later. They moved to another city. 

Doria was busy with two kids now. So, one year 

later, as my coming of age was approaching, it 

was just me and Father. 

 



 

The closer the day got, the more upset Father 

became. I may not have been as beautiful or as 

clever as my sisters, but I think my hope 

reminded him of Mother. Each night, he would 

have me tell Mother’s stories by the fire. He 

didn’t say much, but I knew he was upset 

because he didn’t believe the miracle could 

happen a third time. We had already been given 

so much already. Could it happen again, he 

wondered? After a while, I begin to wonder too, 

because after all, I’m not as beautiful or as clever 

as my sisters. Whoever rescued them, why would 

they care about me? 

 

The only thing that was certain was Malchas’ 

arrival. And arrive he did. But not when we 

expected him. Two days before my coming of 

age, there was a persistent knock on the door. I 

would know that knock anywhere. Malchas! 

Malchas? Why now? 

 

He said times were tough and he couldn’t wait. It 

was tomorrow or never. He didn’t want to lose 



 

out like before. Father tried to make him wait 

another day, but in the end, he had no choice. He 

had no money to look after me and he couldn’t 

let this opportunity pass. A dark sadness swept 

his eyes like nothing I’d ever seen before. Even if 

the miracle giver was planning to come again, it 

would be too late now. Father and I discussed 

our options, but in the end, we decided that I 

would face my fate with a smile. No matter what 

happened, nothing could take Mother’s stories 

from me. 

 

We spent the night in front of the fire. Not saying 

much, just taking in our last moments together. 

Sometime during the night, however, I must have 

drifted asleep because I awoke to pitch blackness 

and a stranger’s muffled voice outside. A few 

moments later, I heard Father’s voice, and then 

he was inside. Setting his lamp aside, he 

embraced me. I’ll never forget the intensity of 

the impression he left on my arms as he 

squeezed me tight. With tears forming on the 

edges of his eyes, he reached into his pocket and 



 

pulled out a bag. The coins HAD come, right on 

time. He told me, he saw them fall into one of the 

stockings and had grabbed them and ran outside 

to find the mystery giver. Father wouldn’t tell me 

anything about him – said he’d given his word. 

So, I didn’t know who it was... until years later. 

 

I was married to my beloved Demetrius with five 

beautiful children, when one day Father came to 

my door with a strange expression on his face. He 

hugged me and said he’d just heard some sad 

news. But before telling me what he was, he said, 

‘I know you remember the night your dowry 

came.’ ‘Yes,’ I said. ‘And how I couldn’t tell you 

anything, even the name of the man?’ I nodded. 

‘You know Bishop Nicholas?’ he asked. ‘Yes, of 

course,’ I said. ‘It was him. It was Nicholas.’ I just 

stood there confused, trying to figure out how 

and why. Father continued, ‘he made me 

promise never to tell anyone while he was alive, 

but now I can. It was him.’ 

 



 

For years, I had wondered who the mystery giver 

was. Until that day, I didn’t know. But it didn’t 

really matter, because what I did know was this: 

The stories Mother told me were right. Anything 

can happen. Yes, anything can.  

 

  



 

A Holiday Gift 
 

Now you know why Nicholas is so important to 

me. There are many other stories besides mine of 

his generosity. So many, in fact, that eventually 

he became known as Nicholas the Gift Giver.  

 

Nicholas continued to give gifts in secret for the 

rest of his life. After he was gone, people 

discovered it was him. They started giving gifts to 

each other in secret and saying, ‘St. Nick Did It’. 

And, as I’m sure you know, at this time of the 

year, people all around the world give gifts to 

each other inspired by his example. 

 

Our final story explores what this might look like 

today. As you listen, let the magic of the glitter 

around you inspire you, and think about your 

favorite gift you’ve ever received and the gift you 

most enjoyed giving.  

  



 

Secret Santa – ‘St Nick Did it’ 
 

‘One, two, three, four, five, ten, fifteen, twenty, 

twenty-five…’ Sigh. 

 

A young girl is standing in the middle of her living 

room. In the corner behind her, a Christmas tree 

is twinkling with white lights. She is counting a 

small stack of bills as carefully and methodically 

as she can. Her glittery red nail polish catches the 

lights as she counts again and again.  

 

‘One, two, three, four, five, ten, fifteen, twenty, 

twenty-five…’ 

 

She gives a big dramatic sigh, and slumps to the 

ground. 

 

Her younger sister walks in, staring at her, with 

her head tilted to one side.  
 



 

‘What’s the matter, Carmen?’ she asks. 

 

‘It doesn’t matter how many times I count it,’ 

Carmen says, ‘I’m still five dollars short for those 

– ‘ 

 

Her sister interrupts and rolls her eyes. ‘I know, I 

know, the famous shoes.’ 

 

Carmen gets up from the floor. ‘How did you 

know, Casey?’  

 

‘Sis, you’ve been talking about those shoes every 

day for three whole weeks now. That’s ALL you 

ever talk about,’ she says, laughing. 

 

‘I know,’ Carmen says, ‘but they’re bea-u-ti-ful. 

They’re my favorite color red with sooo many 

sparkles. They’re perfect for the Christmas party.’ 

 

‘Well, you’re smart,’ Casey says. ‘After all, you’re 

a third grader. You’re a lot smarter than me. 



 

You’ll figure something out. How long do you 

have?’ 

 

‘Only two days.’ Carmen says, throwing her 

hands up in the air. 

 

Casey looks up at the ceiling and sticks her 

tongue out, concentrating furiously. Then widens 

her eyes with excitement. ‘Have you asked Mom 

and Dad if you can borrow the money?’ 

 

Carmen looks at her and shakes her head. ‘Of 

course, I have. But they say I need to save the 

money up myself.’  

 

Casey sighs. Thinks again. ‘Wait, do you have 

any… loose teeth? Maybe the tooth fairy will 

come. I got a dollar last time. So, let’s see, you’d 

need…’ She counts on her fingers. ‘One, two, 

three, four, five’ teeth to come out. Can that 

happen in two days?’ she asks hopefully.  



 

‘Here let me have a look?’ she says and sticks her 

head in Carmen’s face to look in her mouth. 

 

Carmen giggles and swats her away. ‘No Sis, I’m 

all out of baby teeth. Thanks, though.’ She sighs. 

A big sigh. 

 

Casey shrugs her shoulders. ‘Well, I tried,’ she 

says.  
  

‘It’s okay,’ Carmen says. ‘I’ll think of something. 

I’m going to go check my piggy bank one more 

time.’ 

 

Carmen leaves to go to her bedroom. 

 

Casey flops down on the couch and starts singing 

a Christmas carol, slightly off key. 

 

Casey hears a jingling noise and turns to her left. 

 



 

‘Oh hey, Sparkles, come here! Good girl.’ 

 

Sparkles, a medium small, fluffy-looking dog, 

prances through the doorway with a square of 

paper in her mouth.  

 

‘Wait, what have you got there, Sparkles? Give it 

me’. Casey grabs a dog-eared pink envelope with 

a chewed wet corner from her mouth.  

 

Casey turns the envelope over and looks at the 

front. 

 

‘C-a-s… oh wait, that’s me!’ 

 

Casey smooths the envelope on her lap and 

carefully opens the flap. 

 

‘It’s a card.’ She pulls out a card with rainbow 

unicorns on the front and opens it up.  

 



 

The dog’s big brown eyes follow as two small 

pieces of paper flutter to the ground.  

 

‘Look Sparkles, it’s from Nana! It’s a birthday card 

from Nana!’ Casey holds out the card to show 

Sparkles, but she just sniffs one of the pieces of 

paper on the floor instead. 

 

Casey reaches down and grabs the pieces of 

paper. 

 

‘That’s a five. I know five. That’s how old I am. 

Look Sparkles, there’s TWO of them. One for you 

and one for me. Thanks Nana!’ 

 

‘I wonder what I should buy with them?’ She 

thinks for a moment, biting her bottom lip in 

deep thought. ‘I wonder…’  

 

She looks down at her feet and remembers 

something…’Oooo,’ her eyes get really wide. She 

jumps off the couch and starts dancing around. 



 

‘Okay, Sparkles, calm down,’ she says. ‘We got to 

go. I have an idea! Shhh… you can’t tell ANY 

body.’ 

 

Casey skips out of the room with Sparkles 

wagging her tail as they go. 

 

A few minutes later, Casey skips back into the 

living room with Sparkles following behind.  

 

She kneels down and puts her arm over Sparkles 

shoulder and in a stage whisper, which is really as 

loud as possible, says, ‘Shhh, don’t tell her. It’s a 

secret, okay? Don’t say a word.’ 

 

 

 

The next morning, Casey is in the living room 

playing hide-and-go-seek with Sparkles. 

 

Carmen comes running in all excited, waving a 

five-dollar bill in her hand. 



 

‘Look Casey! Look what I found under my pillow! 

It was there when I woke up this morning. Now I 

have enough money to get my bea-u-ti-ful 

shoes!’ She holds the bill next to her chest 

lovingly.  

 

‘I wonder how it got there?’ she asks. 

 

Casey looks at Sparkles. ‘Under your pillow, huh?’ 

she says. ‘Maybe it was the tooth fairy?’ She grins 

at Sparkles. 

 

Carmen scrunches up her forehead, confused. 

‘No, it couldn’t be the tooth fairy.’ Pauses for a 

moment. 

 

With a worried look, Carmen runs to the hall 

mirror, to check her teeth. 

 

She comes back into the living room with a sigh 

of relief. ‘Nope, all there.’ 

 



 

‘Could it be Mom and Dad?’ Casey asks. 

 

‘No,’ Carmen says. ‘I asked them, and they said 

they don’t know anything about it.’ 

 

Casey covers her mouth to hold back a giggle. 

 

‘Mmmmm… I know…,’ she says. Then pauses. ‘I 

bet St. Nick did it.’ 

 

Casey turns to Sparkles and gives her an 

exaggerated wink.  



 

Going Home 

 

As you can see, the spirit of St Nick is still alive 

and well today. Every time you give a gift of any 

size that comes from love and kindness, you’re 

spreading a little of the St. Nick magic. What I 

love is that we can do it, not just at Christmas 

time, but any day of the year. 

 

I’m so glad for the magic of Holiday Land that 

brought me here. In my journey, I found my 

answer. The only superpowers Nicholas had were 

his kindness and his faith. And yet this orphan 

boy became a hero and changed the world. I now 

know it’s true. One person really can change the 

world. 

 

That same magic that brought me here, brought 

you here too. So you could be a part of the magic 

of Nicholas that lives in the stories. It brought you 

here so you could help spread the legends of St. 

Nicholas.  



 

Our time in Holiday Land is coming to an end 

now. But the story of St. Nicholas is never 

finished so long as there’s kindness to be spread 

in the world. 

 

So, close your eyes and remember St. Nick. 

Maybe we’ll meet again in that moment between 

dreaming and awake that brought you here. And 

maybe, you’ll have your own story of St. Nick to 

tell. 

 

 


